CAMPOSTELLA SIDEWALK INFRASTRUCTURE

LOCATION

• Campostella

PROJECT INFORMATION

This project will remove and repair 635 sidewalk trip and fall hazards. This improvement to the sidewalk infrastructure will ensure that sidewalks meet or exceed ADA and OSHA requirements.

SCOPE OF WORK

Identifying, measuring, recording, marking and repairing sidewalk hazards

PROJECT STATUS:

COMPLETE

PROJECT SCHEDULE

Start Date: Late January 2022
Completion: Mid 2022

PROJECT COST

• $38,147.27

CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS/TRAFFIC

• Sidewalks will be kept in service during repairs.
• No heavy equipment or traffic control is required.

NEIGHBORHOOD CIVIC LEAGUE

• Superward 7
• Ward 4
• Campostella, Southside Taskforce
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PROJECT MANAGER
Melinda Hunter, Public Works
Melinda.Hunter@norfolk.gov
757-823-4060

CONSTRUCTION INSPECTOR
Randy Austin, Public Works
Randy.Austin@norfolk.gov
757-823-4050

CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTOR
Precision Safe Sidewalks, LLC